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Updated 7th March 2015

Group North Historical Wargames Society is proud to present 
the next instalment of their Fantasy Flight Games X-Wing 
Battles competition. 

This is a competition of Rebel versus Imperial fleets. Players 
will control 100 points of ships and upgrades. Battles will be 
fought across a range of dog-fight missions, including extra 
ways of earning more victory points for your fleet. There are 
no Scum and Villainy fleets in this competition though upgrade
cards from those packs may be used.

The competition will run for 4 rounds. The rounds will be 
fought as follows:

1. Mynocks and Space Slugs
2. Nebula Cloud
3. Ion Storm
4. 100 point dog-fight (per FFG tournament rules)

Prizes have been donated by The Hobby Matrix. Prizes are 
distributed to the best pilots on each fleet as well as prizes for 
the winning side.

Each round will run for 75 minutes. When time is called the 



last round can be completed. The competition starts at 12pm 
and should finish before 7pm however the ending time may 
vary depending on speed of game play during the day.

Entry
Fees are $10 for Group North members and $15 for non-
members. Entries submitted by March 7th are eligible for an 
early entry random prize draw. Entries can be received on the 
day in cash up to 12pm.

Electronic payment can be made to the following account:

Account Name: Mr L Holden
Account Number: 4286217

BSB: 805 050

Use your “XW name” as the reference number then email 
details to xwing@houseofholden.net. Alternatively request a 
PayPal invoice by emailing details to the above address.

When entering please nominate your preferred faction and if 
you can play the alternative faction. Preference is given in 
order of paid entries.

Game Rules
Copies available at Fantasy Flight Games website. The rules 
will be supplemented by the latest FAQ. No Epic or Cinematic 
ships or rules will be allowed. No Scum and Villainy ships may
be used. Upgrades from these packs may be used provided they
aren't restricted to the Scum and Villainy faction.

mailto:xwing@houseofholden.net?subject=Lightspeed%20Ep1%20Competition
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/ffg_content/x-wing/support/faq/X-Wing-FAQ-low-res.pdf
http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/edge_minisite_sec.asp?eidm=174&esem=4


Mission 1  Mynocks and space slugs–
Important information has been left on a satellite. 
Unfortunately it has drifted into an asteroid field and must now
be retrieved. The first ships in reported something big and 
alive in the rocks and then weren't heard from again.

The large asteroid token is placed in the middle of the board. 
Four of the remaining tokens are placed by players in 
alternating turns, no closer than range 2 to the central asteroid 
and range 1 of any other asteroid. They may be placed at least 
range 1 from the side edges and range 2 from the starting 
edges. Two satellite tokens are placed touching the centre 
asteroid on the middle line of the board, one on each players 
starting side. A mynock are template is placed under each on 
the non-central asteroids with the asteroid in the middle.

Each sides objective satellite is on the opposite side of the 
asteroid to their deployment. Any ship who's base overlaps 
their objective token at the end of the perform action step will 
remove the token and gain 25 match points.

The centre asteroid contains a giant Space Slug. If a ship 
finishes its activation in range one of the asteroid the slug will 
attack as a 2 dice attack (rolled by the opponent). This is a 
normal attack and may be defended against as normal. If a 
ships movement template goes over the asteroid or it lands on 
the asteroid the attack is 3 red dice (regardless of if it is still in 
range or not).

The small asteroids contain Mynocks. Any ship that is within 
the area marker of a small asteroid after the perform action step
must roll a red die. On a eye result Mynocks come out to attack
the ships power. Assign an Ion token to the ship. This dice roll 
can not be evaded.



A ship may be in range of both the Space Slug and Mynocks in 
the same turn.

Asteroids don't do damage as described in the rule book, the 
effects above supersede these. The asteroids still count as 
obstacles for losing actions, preventing attacks and getting 
defensive dice.

Mission 2  Nebula cloud–
The desperate rebel fleet is still being pursued. Desperate to 
avoid the Imperial sensors while finding a safe way out of the 
system the fleet takes refuge in the swirling dust and gases of a 
nebula while sending out a scout fleet to find safe passage. 

All primary weapon attacks at range band 3 will add two green 
die to the defender instead of one.

Additionally the cloud at times gets so thick that sensors are 
jammed and pilots struggle to stay focussed. The game will 
start with a nebula rating of 6. At the start of each round the 
player with initiative will roll a d6. If the number exceeds the 
nebula rating no player may perform a Focus action that turn 
and the nebula rating is reset to 6. If the number is equal to or 
under the nebula rating the nebula rating is decreased by one. 
Note that a ship may not perform a Focus action (or even a free
Focus action) but it may still be assigned a Focus token by 
other effects.

Any ship that is within range band 1 of the enemy deployment 
edge after its perform action step is said to have scouted the 
nebula cloud. If a scout ship can then return and end its action 
in its starting deployment zone the controlling player gets a 25 
match point bonus. This bonus can only be achieved once for 



the match.

The rest of the mission is a normal FFG tournament dog-fight.

Mission 3  ion storm–
The battle rages on in the nebula cloud. A sudden shift in solar 
winds, undetected within the sensor obscuring dust, brings the 
nebula alive with electrical discharges. Determined to escape 
the fleet finds their way blocked by the enemy forces. They 
must battle through.

Each round within the storm there is a chance of a massive ion 
discharge. At the start of the game the storm rating is 7.  At the 
beginning of the round before placing manoeuvre dials the 
player with initiative rolls a single d6. If the die is over the 
current storm rating each ship will be assigned an ion token 
and the storm rating will be reset to 7. If the die doesn't exceed 
the storm rating it is decreased by 1. When the storm rating is 0
there will always be an ion discharge for that turn.

The remainder of the game is a standard dog-fight mission.

mission 4  Shuttle run–
A standard dog-fight mission.

RANKING
First round allocations will be random. All matches will be 
between Rebel and Imperial forces. Subsequent rounds will see
the top placed Rebel versus the top placed Imperial and 
working down the match ups. No player will play another 
player more than once and match-ups may be adjusted to 
ensure this.



In the event of odd players the lowest place person receives a 
bye and scores a Match Win. They will score no fleet victory 
points. A player will not have a bye more than once.

In the event that the Rebel and Imperial factions are not even 
then the excess members of the faction will fight the current 
round mission between themselves. They will score their 
ranking points but will add no fleet victory points.

Each round will be 75 minutes. Points per match are:
• Match Win = 5 ranking points
• Modified Match Win = 3 ranking points
• Draw = 1 ranking point
• Match Loss = 0 points
• Bye = Match Win

The competition winner will be based on ranking points after 
the final round. Ties are broken using Match Points following 
FFG tournament rules. The ultimate winner is the player with 
the most ranking points, match points and strength of schedule.

Bonus Match Points are counted even if the side is wiped out. 
This could allow scores such as 125-25, 100-25 or 125-0. If 
you destroy your opponent before scoring the bonus match 
points you are not awarded those points. They must be earned 
while the game is still active.

The winning faction will be determined on the total number of 
fleet victory points. One fleet victory point is earned for each 
victory of that faction in the rounds.

Miniatures and components
All miniatures are to be official X-Wing Battles miniature 



excluding epic ships. Custom bases and rulers will be allowed 
if they measure exactly the same as the core components. Only 
official cards released with X-Wing Miniature Game products 
can be used (i.e., no home prints of upgrade cards).

Each player must have their own set of measurement and 
movement rulers, tokens, ship, upgrade and damage cards. 
Players must have a minimum of 3 attack and defend dice each.

Each player must a copy of the asteroids from the starter box. 
Either players asteroids can be used in the game. Players must 
have at least one satellite token.

Discussion Forum
Discussion will be on the WargamerAU forums at the 
following topic:
SA Tournaments → Group North Events → Lightspeed, 
Episode 5

Updates will also be posted on the groups Facebook and 
Google+ pages.

location

Please note: Drive down
Purling Avenue and take the
first left, this will take you onto
Woomera Ave. When you see
the Arrow Manufacturing
building turn left and the club
is right next to the entrance.

Google Maps location.

https://goo.gl/maps/wKThm
http://www.wargamerau.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=174610
http://www.wargamerau.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=174610

